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Smart Cities 
• What is a Smart City 

– Urban analytics and 
modeling  

– Incentives and governance  
– Mobility networks 
– Places of living and work 
– Electronic and social 

networks  
– Energy networks  

• How do you know how smart 
your city is? 

• What steps can you take to 
make your city smarter? 
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• Exponential growth and new availability of data 
• Structured and unstructured 
• Rapid acceleration in many dimensions (volume, velocity, variety, 

variability and complexity) 

What is Big Data?  

Not New 
Most big data use 
cases are variations 
on: 
• Safety,  
• Efficiency 
• User experience  
…questions that 
public service 
agencies have been 
addressing for years 

Analytics: graph and path analytics, and analytics on 
new, non-relational data types (coupled with existing 
relational data) 

Tools: uncover insights from data such as text in accident 
reports, or patterns in visuals, to quickly find the signal 
in the noise  

Economics: retain, do not throw away signal timings, 
speed, flow and occupancy data, by leveraging “hot and 
cold data” storage  

Architecture: hybrid ecosystem that allows both old and 
new tools and enables rapid discovery analytics on new 
data 

New 
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Big Data in Transportation 

• SANDAG reports that ICM 
is generating about 1 
terabyte of data every day 

• Similar results expected 
around the country as we 
build our Data Lakes 
 
  Ford Fusion Energi plug-in hybrid  

“has more than 145 actuators, 4,716 signals, and 74 sensors to 
monitor the perimeter around the car as well as the car’s 
functions and driver responses.  
 
These sensors produce more than 25 gigabytes of data hourly 
from more than 70 on-board computers that analyze it in real-
time.” 
 
2 Zetabytes per year across the USA 

Big focus on smart cars, what 
about smart back offices too? 

Smart Vehicles Integrated Corridor Management 
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Data Sophistication 

Continuous update 
and time-sensitive 

queries become 
important 

OPERATIONALIZING 
Applying insights to 

transportation operations 

Event-based 
triggering takes 

hold 

ACTIVATING 
Automated transportation 

back office 

Primarily batch 
and some ad hoc 

reports 

Increase in 
ad hoc 

analysis  

ANALYZING 
Mechanisms related 

to transportation 
demand and supply 

REPORTING 
Historical 

Performance 
Reporting 

Analytical 
modeling 

grows 

PREDICTING 
Future Transportation 
Demand and Supply 

Single View of Transportation – Better, Faster 
Decisions – Drive Safety, Efficiency, User Experience 
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Batch 

Ad Hoc 

Continuous 
Update/Short Queries 

Analytics 

Event- 
based 
 Triggering 

Growth in Query complexity, Workload mixture, 
Depth of history, Number of users, Expectations 

Database Requirement: Analytic foundation must 
handle multi-dimensional growth! 

Preparing for Automation - Smart Back Offices 
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Presentation Notes
Vision: We are going to put centralized analytics in the enterprise for real-time decisioning Examples for Risk that have implications for Active Warehousing and Event triggers:Market Risk: End of day modeling can be done in the warehouse at EOD and produce new parameters for the traders to potentially act on the next day. A real-time feed to the DW would cause an event such as prices rising over point X that causes a change in Exposure. This creates an event alert to the trader to take action. This further underscored if all risk is one place as the model could have been built on Market and Credit Risk correlated as to track the exposures of a Single counter party who interacts with bank on both sides.Credit Risk: A risk model built in the DW that is calibrated EOW/EOM to correlate for example the price of oil to the share prices of the bank’s airline Clients. Following the Merton model the share price is one of the best indicators of a companies viability. A event such as a rise in the price of oil of X % causes the Share price of co X to decline. This triggers an alert to the CRO on an internal watch list of defaults that preempts the Basel definition of default.Credit Risk: Active Credit Management can be achieved by bankers. Take the example of a facility with a covenant requiring the borrower to hold a minimum balance in deposits. With current data from both Banking and Lending areas in a centralized repository, and event triggers in place, a trigger can alert the banker when the balance falls below the minimum, thus breaching the covenant. The banker can take immediate action to enforce the borrower to renegotiate, likely restructuring to a price that is more advantageous to the bankOperational Risk: A Fraud Risk (Credit Card) application (pattern recognition) can run in the DW where real-time transactions (CC) are taking place. An event such as a sudden pattern change in a clients behavior causes an alert to be triggered to the risk or compliance to initiate an investigation.The “information evolution” of data warehousing has reached a new pinnacle with the deployment of decisions support capability throughout an organization and even beyond its conventional boundaries to partners and customers. In the early days, data warehousing focused almost entirely on providing strategic decision-making capability to knowledge workers in the corporate ivory tower. End users for the data warehouse were traditionally in areas such as marketing, strategic planning and finance. Access to information dramatically increased the quality of their decision-making. The emerging generation of data warehouses improves the execution of a business strategy. This evolution improves an ever-increasing set of service levels upon the data warehouse architect. There are five states that are most common in the maturing of decision support within an organization.Stage 1: Reporting -The initial stage of data warehouse typically focuses on reporting from a single source of truth within an organization. The data warehouse brings huge value simply by integrating disparate sources of information within an organization into a single repository to drive decision-making across functional and/or product boundaries. For the most part, the questions in a report environment are known in advance. Thus, database structures an be optimized to deliver good performance even when queries require access to huge amounts of information. The biggest challenge is data integration. The challenges in constructing a repository with consistent, cleansed data cannot be overstated. There can easily be hundreds of data sources in a legacy computing environment - each with a unique domain value standard and underlying implementation technology. The hard work that goes into providing well-integrated information for decision-makers becomes the foundation for all subsequent states of data warehouse.Stage 2: Analysis - In stage 2 data warehouses, decision-makers focus less on what happened and more on why it happened. Analysis activities are concerned with drilling down beneath the number of a report to slice and dice data at a detailed level. Ad hoc analysis plays a big role. Questions against the database cannot be known in advance. Performance management relies a lot more on advanced optimizer capability in the RDBMS because query structures are not as predictable as they are in pure reporting environments. Performance is also a lot more important because the information repository is used much more interactively. Whereas reports are typically scheduled to run on a regular basis with business calendars as a driver for timing, ad hoc analysis is fundamentally a hands-on activity with iterative refinement of questions in an interactive environment. Support for concurrent query execution and large numbers of users against the warehouse is typical. The database optimizer’s ability to determine efficient access paths, using indexing and sophisticated join techniques, plays a critical role in allowing flexible access to information within acceptable response times.Stage 3: Prediction - As an organization becomes well-entrenched in quantitative decision-making techniques and experiences the value proposition for understanding the “whats” and “whys” of its businessWhere’s the rest???Stage 4: Operationalizing - ???Stage 5: Active Warehousing – Our solutions use the power of the Teradata FS-LDM for deeper causal analysis and allow what-if analysis to examine:Changes in ratings on pricing products to segmentsChanges in ratings to overall bank capital requirementsChanges in risk weightsBy using a modified version of the circle chart, we can see what the key criteria are at each stage and what Teradata brings to the table for that stage. As an example, talking about the ability to have a dual active system to someone that just needs report consistency is not going to be effective. Likewise, if the customer is talking about having a mission critical, real time, interactive environment then Dual active is a key part of the message.*****NOTESEvolution of the EDW (stages 1, 2, 3) into ADW (4, 5). The evolution provides business value ranging from Measure (what) to Understand (why), to Optimize (predict and forecast) to Execute (operationalizing the Intelligence) to Initiate (activating into the enterprise for more automation of the intelligence)[Enter any extra notes here; leave the item ID line at the bottom]Avitage! Item ID: {{C9C2DDD6-8956-4E6A-8DEC-16FD7037F15F}}
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Data Analytics 
• Systematic computational 

analysis of data or statistics. 
• Information resulting from 

the systematic analysis of 
data or statistics. 

• Relationships and insights 
that can guide business 
performance 

• World class reporting can only ever 
make you a well-informed spectator at 
the game 

• Analytics will empower you to be a 
coach and influence the performance 
of the team 

Reporting versus analytics – a football analogy 

Transportation data analytics 
• $ per % mode shift to transit 
• Trip specific value propositions 
• Stops per vehicle per trip 
• Traffic turbulence 
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TransportationUse Cases 

Performance Management 
Metrics, understand 
patterns & outcomes 

Highway Safety  
Root causes of vehicle 
related safety issues  

Asset Management & 
Maintenance 
State of Good Repair and 
Cost vs Quality 

Traveler User Experience 
O&D reliability, modal 
choice impacts & 
sentiments 

Public transit 
management 
Service effectiveness,  
last mile connectivity 

Connected vehicle 
Vehicle-to-vehicle & to 
infrastructure 
connectivity benefits 

Toll roads & Public 
Private Partnership 
Demand trade-offs on 
time & reliability  vs toll 
costs 

Parking 
Demand,  revenue 
management and fee 
optimization 

Transportation 
Effectiveness 
Planning, design, delivery 
& operations 

Integrated Corridor 
Management 
Performance by mode; 
land use impacts 

Traveler Information  
Single and multi-modal 
trip timings; route event 
information 

Pedestrian Safety 
Root causes of safety 
issues involving 
pedestrians  

Public Safety  
Integrated data for police 
and law enforcement 

O&D Demand  
Traffic volumes and 
timings; trip patterns  & 
demographics 

Freight Movement  
Network viability and 
access to trade markets 

Scientic Investment 
Planning 
Work programs based on 
detailed undertanding  of 
effects 
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Goals and Challenges 

• Measures of investment effectiveness are required to 
improve expected versus actual benefits 

• Investment requirements often exceed available funding, so 
there is need to balance funding between physical 
infrastructure (e.g. asphalt) and programs in intelligent 
transportation systems  that better use available capacity 

Results 

• Better prioritization process,  through analytics 
that define specific effects of a range of 
investments including intelligent transportation 
systems  

• Adoption of a results driven approach, with 
focus on investment needs,  timing and exactly 
what the money delivers  

• Supports an approach going beyond KPIs to 
management of outcomes based on data that 
can be leveraged by decision-making 
constituencies 

Use Case: Scientific Investment Planning 

Data & Analytics 

Data: 
• Investment planning today is done with relatively sparse data 

(usually modeled data or from a limited sample) and 
evaluation of after the fact results is similarly sparse  

• Big data now allows a high resolution before/after look at 
network impact of investments, going beyond immediate 
impacts to discern broader effect on the regional network;  
detail data helps include in investment planning decisions 
the constantly changing ebb and flow of normal traffic   
 

Analytics:  

• Network analytics readily pinpoint chokepoints or linkages 
with disproportionate network impact - a key prioritization 
idea difficult to execute without adequate supporting detail 
or for new concepts such as intelligent transportation 
systems  
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Queue Queue 

Zone of influence 

Traffic Turbulence 

• Speed variability 
analysis 

• Bottleneck 
identification and 
characterization 

• Data definitions 
of subjective 
terms 

• Detailed 
understanding of 
causes and effects 
based on data 

Scientific Transportation Engineering 
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The Need for a Data Lake 

11 

• From data averse to data hungry 
• Enterprise-wide data visibility 
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The Need for a Data Lake 

“A study on roadway use was completed by a project 
team one month. Six months later… another project 
team performed the same study because they did 
not know the other existed.” 
“A team looking to move on to the next phase of a 
project was unable to locate survey results in a 
timely fashion. Due to time constraints the survey 
had to be completely re-done.” 
“A project was executed to resurface a road one 
month… exactly one month later the same road was 
ripped up by another project to install new lighting.” 

 Real, but anonymous whoops moments 
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Data Lake Architecture 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Teradata’s purpose built platforms support this architectureFrom a data platform perspectiveWe support Hadoop to be able to capture, load and analyze data quickly in its rawest formatWe also support the IBDW  which can play a big role in this spaceIn the Discovery Platform environmentFocus on the IDP which is Teradata AsterCombining our patented SEQUEL MR to allow all users to get access to this integrated dataAnd  then integrate all you data from a data warehouse perspective leveraging the TD database
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Summary 
• The Smart City 
• Big Data and Data Analytics 
• Transportation Use Cases 
• Scientific traffic engineering 
• The need for a Data Lake 
• Transportation agency as a 

single organism 
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